
Nutrition Management equips staff with tools &  
information to deliver exceptional meal service.

Nutrition  
Management
Improve meal satisfaction, health 
outcomes and operational efficiency

Essentials
•  Resident ADT, Photos, Food Allergies and Diet Orders can 

flow from PointClickCare EHR into Nutrition Management 
Essentials increasing accuracy & saving time

•  Resident Dashboard for viewing key integration updates
•  Many reports including tray cards & snack labels
•  Organizations that wish to start with the basics can opt  

to subscribe only to Essentials

Menus
•  Robust Menu Builder tool for managing cycle  

menu sets and special occasions
•  Control which facilities/users have menu  

editing permissions
•  Mobile Meal Ordering with “Show Plate” photos  

for placing orders at point-of service or in advance
•  Starter Menus available for you to copy & modify

Recipes & Production
•  Use preloaded recipes or add your own favorites
•  Include recipe photos and create recipe books  

based on your menu & census
•  Tally menu items from meal orders placed  

in advance and forecast based on history
•  Auto resize recipes to match tallies  
 and minimize leftovers

Nutrient Analysis
•  Analyze planned menus against desired diet  
 specific nutrient parameters
•  View nutrient info when placing meal orders
•  Activate warnings if meal is not within resident’s  
 diet nutrient guidelines
•  Print intake analysis report for residents  

at nutritional risk based on what they ate

With the quality of food service being one of the most important decision-making 
factors for families choosing a senior care facility, implementing a nutrition management 

solution is a differentiator. It’s a win/win for both the organization and the resident. 

Nutrition Management Core includes Essentials, Menus, Recipes & Production  
and Nutrient Analysis for facilities looking to improve resident satisfaction  

and meal service quality while reducing operational costs.



PointClickCare Technologies Inc., helps long-term and post-acute care (LTPAC) providers gain the confidence they need to navigate the new realities of value-based 
healthcare. With a suite of fully-integrated applications powered by an interoperable, mobile friendly, and regulatory-compliant electronic health record and revenue 
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Nutrition Management Solution Sheet

Nutrition Management is available for Senior Living and Skilled Nursing facilities 
and does not require the PointClickCare Core Platform.

To learn more about Nutrition Management, 

How do providers benefit? 
Benefits of PointClickCare Nutrition Management

Improved Efficiency  
Whether it’s the time savings from automating the labels for resident snacks, auto  
resizing of recipes, or the reduction of time spent on printing, collecting and manually  
tallying selective menus, efficiencies can be gained in all areas of Nutrition Management.

Enhanced Quality and Compliance
With photo, food allergy and diet order integration, along with the Resident Dashboard, 
facilities can more efficiently ensure compliance with meal service requirements.

Increased Resident Satisfaction 
Ensure resident preferences are accounted for with the capture of special requests, food 
dislikes and mobile meal ordering.

Improved Care 
Improve health outcomes by tailoring meal service to consider each resident’s needs so  
they are more likely to eat meals served and avoid malnutrition & dehydration.

Reduce Costs
Reduce food waste by producing quantities based on “smart forecasting” and automated 
recipe sizing. Easily adjust menus in response to seasonal food availability and fluctuating 
food costs.

Contact your PointClickCare Account 
Representative today, call 1.800.277.5889

Click here and complete the form on our website:
www.pointclickcare.com/nutrition-management/

https://pointclickcare.com/products/nutrition-management/#marketo-form-container

